Bomporto Hotel Group is pleased to announce that the top to toe
refurbishment of The Vintage Hotel is now complete
May 2019 – Bomporto Hotels, a hotel brand that seeks to showcase the best of Portugal, is
pleased to announce that the renovation of five star The Vintage Hotel & Spa is now complete.
The project has seen a top to toe redesign of five star The Vintage Hotel.
The renovation project which began in January 2018 has covered the hotel’s 53 rooms and
three suites which were the first to be completed, and all the public areas such as the lobby,
the Hangout, the meeting rooms, SPA and finally V Rooftop. The hotel closed briefly between
1st and 10th of January for the restaurant renovation. As a final touch, the exterior of the
building was painted in December 2019.
“We are delighted to see the results of this complete renovation that has redeﬁned the word
‘vintage’ in a contemporary way - adopting designs from a generation of architects and
industrial designers from the mid-century up to the present day. The new conceptual design
and attention to the smallest detail in the rooms and public areas will satisfy the needs of
modern travellers “ said Nick Roucos, Bomporto Hotels Director.
Playfully defined by a modernist aesthetic, the fully renovated hotel features chic minimalist
interiors, a dramatic rooftop terrace bar, relaxing lounge areas, contemporary meeting
spaces, a first-class restaurant and bar that now offers a completely new dining experience
and a luxurious spa. Now providing everything the business or leisure traveller could want or
need, conveniently under one roof.
This stunning five star boutique hotel incorporates stand-out facilities that encapsulate the
design ethic of innovation, imagination and individuality. From the suspended vertical garden
installation that draws the eye in the patio area of the Blue Restaurant to the V rooftop bar
and lounge area where visitors can relax and take in the views. Not content with just being a
stylish place to meet or lay your head, The Vintage houses a fabulous subterranean spa where
guests can relax and enjoy world-class treatments and massages.
The Vintage offers a timeless environment that is defined by quality, an authentic soul, and
attention to the smallest detail and showcases some of the best of Portugal’s artwork, artisan
products, and contemporary cultural heritage.

ABOUT BOMPORTO HOTELS
Bomporto Hotels was set up in Portugal by Peter Lowe and Chris Eddis as the hotel
management arm of Morningbridge Lda. In business since 2013, the group actively seeks out
beautiful historic buildings in need of renovation, in great locations in Portugal, and converts
them into 5 star boutique hotels. The group benefits from an experienced national and
international team of hotel and development professionals who have worked together for
over 10 years.
Bomporto actively chooses to use and showcase the ‘best of Portugal’. Collaboration with a
wide range of local businesses, artists and manufacturers in Portugal remains central to the
group’s philosophy.
Bomporto Hotels manages The Lumiares and The Vintage Hotel in Lisbon and is set to
manage its third hotel, The Rebello in Porto (early 2022). By drawing also on local expertise
in operations and local details in design and implementation, the group continues to revive
and showcase the very best of Portugal.
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